
THE VRSENAL X4
4 PL AYERS  •   70 SQUARE FEET  •   ZERO L ABOR

When does 2 + 2 equal more than 4?  
When you put two VRsenal V2 units  
back to back! The X4 becomes the 
centerpiece to your arcade generating 
more excitement and more revenue  
than any other VR attraction. 

Engage More Players; Make More Money

The best way to get people to try virtual reality  
is showing others having fun playing it. 

The X4 can handle 40-players per hour. That’s the 
highest throughput of any unattended VR attraction.  
It means that rather than people watching others  
having fun awaiting their turn, they swipe their card  
and jump right in to join the fun. 

At an average price per play of $5, high-traffic locations 
can generate as much as $2000 per day. And with no 
labor cost or royalties, all that goes to your bottom line..

Quality content; Fast, Furious Gameplay

The X4 is a true VR gaming platform. Your investment  
in the best VR arcade hardware will pay off for years  
to come. VRsenal is committed to bringing you the  
best games from the biggest names. 

You take a strategic approach to games. The X4  
gives you the best selection of games to attract  
the broadest possible audience of players. 



Vader Immortal: LightSaber Dojo —  
A Star Wars Story
1/3 of your customers are Star Wars Fans,  
and they’re rabid for immersive experiences.  
Let your customers live out their fantasies taking  
on Darth Vader in an epic lightsaber battle? 

A  DIVERSE  
SELECTION  
OF GAMES

THE HIGHEST REVENUE PER SQUARE  
FOOT AMONG TOP VR ATTRACTIONS

THE LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP 
AMONG LEADING VR ATTRACTIONS

Rhythmatic
VRsenal’s sequel to the best-selling VR game  
of all time. Slash to the beat of the hottest new 
music from the developer that also owns the  
largest nightclub in London. Space Pirate 

Trainer
Ben Kuchera on 
Polygon.com wrote 
it “makes you feel 
like Hans Solo inside 
Galaga.” Capture a new 
generation of classic 
arcade gamers with 
this award-winning 
space shooter. 

From a leading chain of FECs featuring all 4 attractions Includes estimated labor cost and ongoing  
licensing fees where applicable

A diverse selection of games means players are more 
inclined to play the X4 again and again. Which is why 
the it is out-earning the V2 by more than 100%. 
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